TMT Fleet Maintenance

High-Performance Maintenance Management Software With All-Terrain Capabilities
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Every aspect of maintenance made simpler, more efficient

Our software solution is proven in hundreds of shops and millions of vehicles. TMT Fleet Maintenance from TMW Systems brings years of industry experience and best practice expertise to help you transform your maintenance operation.

Our user-friendly design makes it simple to plan, execute, track and bill, for a complete, end-to-end maintenance management solution.

Save time and money by integrating the management of all maintenance areas—preventive maintenance schedules, parts inventory, fuel and tire usage, mechanic hours, billing, warranty recovery and more.

Access real-time information for more efficient, informed decisions. Data is captured once and integrated into the full range of our system's capabilities. Eliminate double entry and make more information available to more users.

- A mechanic enters information by vehicle number, creating a total history instantly available for future reference.
- A purchasing agent sets initial warranty information and users call it up throughout the system.
- As an added option, mechanics can also clock in and out of the system and the numbers go directly into billing.

TMT Fleet Maintenance monitors and streamlines workflow for process improvements. See the key drivers of your maintenance operation in black and white. Analyze, evaluate, negotiate and manage fleet and equipment assets and expenses. Spot underperforming products or review mechanic hours to uncover inefficiencies.

“It has allowed us to reduce our parts inventory by 40%. It's better, more strategic cost management.”

- EPES, Greensboro, NC
**Shop Management**
TMT Fleet Maintenance provides total shop management so your operation performs more effectively and efficiently by systemizing shop functions.
- Preventive maintenance scheduling
- Work pending, repair order and proactive notification
- Real-time repair orders from the shop floor
- Work standards set by task

**Equipment Management**
Enter the information once, reference it in real time. Analyze operations for improvement with flexible reporting.
- Track maintenance costs per mile, per hour, or user-defined measures
- Record equipment inventory, specification details, component specification and drive equipment cost comparisons
- Document license permits and inspections with alerts upon expiration date

**Parts/Purchasing Management**
Our maintenance management software includes complete purchase ordering and parts inventory management.
- Inventory analysis and part usage
- Corporate purchasing with the parts catalog
- Re-order reports
- Back order status
- Supplier purchase summary
- Accounting/general ledger interface capability

**Management Reporting**
TMT Fleet Maintenance helps you monitor key performance indicators and critical metrics for your maintenance operations.
- Identify critical performance measurements and tracking results effortlessly
- Compare past and present performance to track improvement or spot negative trends
- Optional problem event identification and email alerts help you manage by exception

**SSRS Reporting**
Microsoft® SSRS technology lets you interact with your data using visual controls such as grids, charts, gauges and graphs.
- One-click reporting with drill-down options
- Easily export and email reports as PDFs with active hyperlinks
- Save reports in PDF, CSV and Microsoft Word or Excel
- Customize your own reports

**Bar-coding**
Streamline the maintenance process with bar-coded parts and bin labels.
- Facilitate maintenance, part and labor charging
- Eliminate errors and improve data integrity
Optional Modules to Meet Specific Needs

**Warranty Management** (optional)

Start receiving the full benefit of warranty protection.
- Track a unit, system, component, or specific part under warranty in master records
- Access daily warranty reports, failed parts analysis, warranty claims preparation and claims analysis
- Single system generated data for claims
- Credit allocation to unit by claim

**Fuel Management** (optional)

Interface with all fuel management systems to gain instant meter updates.
- Fuel cost per mile, per yard, per hour, per ton, or other user-defined measurement
- Site fuel inventory management for company bulk fuel
- Vendor fuel purchase histories on road fuel analysis

“If you’re not using TMT, you’re probably not getting the benefits of the warranty package. Last year, we collected over $4 million in warranty.”

- Mike Palmer
  Director of Fleet Services
  Estes Express Lines, Richmond VA
Interactive Workstation (optional)
Track, bill and analyze every element of the shop floor in real-time.

- Charge parts and services during repair
- Access unit history
- Run a PM-due query
- Access an online time clock that tracks all indirect, direct, and idle time activity, acting as a timecard for payroll
- Work standards set by task

Shop Planner (optional)
Coordinate, track and manage repair schedules for equipment routed to a company or vendor facility.

- Forecast work requirements and labor needs
- Schedule campaigns
- Generate cost estimates
- Track units and people with multiple grouping and sorting options
- Work standards set by task

Tire Module (optional)
Fine-grained controls track the tire's course and statistics over its entire lifespan, from cradle to grave. Simplify all data entry associated with managing tires throughout your fleet.

- Clear, informative visuals to capture tread depth and air pressure readings on inspection
- Tread depths tracking and warnings
- Visual tire configurations per unit type: specify number of axles, axle type, number of tires per axle and position labels.
- See which tires really cost less to operate.
**Invoicing Module (optional)**
The invoicing module to bill internal and external customers for work performed in the shop or by direct sale. For fast, accurate billing and faster payment.

**Accounting Export Module (optional)**
Automatically generate and export account transactions for import into your accounting package based on user-definable rules. Integrations with most accounting packages are available.

**Road Calls Module (optional)**
Record and track repairs performed on the road or at outside vendors for any unit.

**TMT First Step, Powered by JPro (optional)**
A universal, portable diagnostic tool with ruggedized tablet that works with our fleet maintenance management software to make your shop operations smarter, faster and more efficient.

TMT First Step works across all medium- and heavy-duty engines, transmissions, chassis controls and braking systems now on the road, for vehicle classes 2 to 8, and will include data from any connected trailer.

- ONE diagnostic cable to plug in
- FAST scanning, reads all trouble codes across all OEMs in seconds
- Prioritize needed repair work quickly with the comprehensive health report
- Eliminate the clipboard inspection - no more illegible inspection sheets to type up

“It’s very easy for me to quickly pull the data out and get it right to our customers.”
- Tom Kuryla, Fleet Director, Wake County, Raleigh NC
Call TMW Systems today at 1-800-401-6682 or email solutions@tmwsystems.com.

TMT Fleet Maintenance is a comprehensive solution with the functionality you need, integration with systems you have in place* and new opportunities for higher efficiency, savings and profit.

It’s simple, it’s proven, it’s time to put it to work for you.

fleets.tmwsystems.com

*Integration requires purchase of optional modules as necessary.